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Grader Consistency Using Standards-Based Rubrics Introduction
Differences in instructors' grading practices can have a considerable effect on student success 1 . The resulting variation in student success becomes a considerable issue for large-scale courses that require multiple sections and multiple instructional teams to accommodate enrollment demands. At many large universities, these types of courses are common at the introductory level and provide students with the foundational knowledge and skills necessary to succeed in a given field of study. Thus, it is a crucial, albeit challenging, goal to provide a consistent experiences across all sections through, among other things, a high quality grading system that ensures equitable probabilities of success.
Grading quality involves reliability and fairness. These factors can be improved through the standardization of grading with specific learning outcomes. In addition to fairness and reliability, the use of a standards-based approach also improves the meaningfulness of grades 2, 3 and informs instructors of their students' mastery of the content. Information derived from grading could be absolutely reliable if all data points were obtained through purely objective, multiple-choice assessments; however, the lack of free-response would drastically limit the range of knowledge and skills that could be authentically assessed 4 . When free-response or open-ended problems are assessed, rubrics can be used to minimize grading variations due to subjective judgment 5 . However, despite the use of a common standards-based rubric, inconsistencies often still persist for individual graders or across teams of graders.
Inconsistencies in grading stem from several factors related to the problem being graded, the individual grader, the grading team (for example, the set of graders for a give section of a course), the time of day, the grader's level of fatigue 4 , and the grader's overall experiencenovice graders tend to be less consistent 6 . While some variability may be inherently unavoidable 7 , the literature suggests that overall consistency may be improved by increasing rubric clarity 8, 9 and training graders to use rubrics 10 .
At our own university, the members involved with developing and delivering the second course in a two-semester introductory engineering sequence chose four years ago to utilize a standardsbased grading approach, in part, to improve fairness and minimize grading variability. After working through a number of logistical issues with the learning management system and initial development of standards-based grading rubrics [11] [12] [13] , it was time to turn our attention to how effectively our graders were employing those rubrics. As such, in this study, we ask the following research question: How accurately and consistently are graders applying standardsbased grading rubrics across multiple sections of a required first-year engineering course at a large university?
Background
Dimensions of grade quality. There are five factors related to the quality of grades and grading systems: fairness, validity, fidelity, integrity, and reliability. For grading to be fair, students should know when and how they are being judged 14 . Further, grades should be based on quality of individual student work (independent of previous achievements or the performance of other students) and comparable across sections, courses, programs, and institutions over time (through consistent levels of grading toughness) 14 . While comparability across programs and institutions may require unrealistic levels of coordination, the former criterion can certainly be attained at the local level through the use of well-crafted standards (e.g., learning objectives) and rubrics.
Grade validity, grade fidelity, and grade integrity are closely related constructs. Grade validity measures the extent to which an instrument measures what it claims to measure, which is often established through expert agreement 15 . Grade fidelity is the converse of grade contaminationhigh fidelity should represent purely academic achievement and remove non-achievement factors, like attendance 14, 16 . Finally, grade integrity is a grade's trustworthiness, or the extent to which a grade represents what it is supposed to represent 14 . Thus, these three constructs represent a hierarchy, where validity is a prerequisite to fidelity, which is a prerequisite for integrity. An individual item on an instrument, such as a rubric, has validity if it measures the dimension it was intended to measure. If an individual grade constructed by that instrument truly represents achievement of the learning outcome and is free from contamination of non-achievement factors, the grade has fidelity. In other words, while all items might validly measure aspects of performance, unless every item collectively represents achievement (by, for instance, excluding items related to timeliness or legibility), the instrument may not be fidelitous. Lastly, an overall grade has integrity if the collection of measures that constitute that grade are valid, fidelitous, and combine in a logical way to represent achievement of the course content.
Grade integrity also demands reliability, which is not only a function of the instruments used, but also the people using the instruments. All grading relies on graders making judgments by integrating information, perception, memory, and training 10 . Even with experienced teachers, grading decisions have been shown to vary considerably, particularly when using provided benchmarks and judging mid-quality work 10 . The measure representing the tendency for multiple graders to assign the same or similar scores is called inter-rater reliability. There are multiple ways to measure inter-rater reliability, with some being more appropriate depending on whether the expectation is for different graders to agree exactly on levels or only need consistent scales 17 . Regardless, reporting multiple estimates is often preferred 18 . While the ideal goal is for consensus interpretation of rubrics for all graders, consistency of scale may be sufficient for achieving fairness, as such a systematic difference can be adjusted 19 .
Grading and using rubrics. In some instances, with highly complex learning tasks, traces of subjectivity are unavoidable 7 . A variety of factors contribute to judgments made by graders, including assumed cognitive models of grading, accepted practices or interpretations of peer graders, the tendency to adhere more or less rigidly to standards, and experience with grading and the accompanying presence of mental models or prototypes representing different qualities of work 6 . Graders are also affected by their general values and beliefs about grading, such as values of non-achievement factors, like effort, and perceptions that grades function as rewards or punishments 20 . Again, however, rubrics offer a means to minimize subjectivity, particularly when dealing with complex assignments or tasks 21 . Further, reliable use of rubrics is enhanced with trained graders using analytic rubrics with exemplar cases 5 .
Analytic rubrics (as opposed to holistic rubrics, which are not relevant to this study) are twodimensional matrices consisting of a list of criteria versus gradations of quality 21, 22 . To increase likelihood of consistent use, the criteria should be fair, free from bias, strongly aligned with tasks, expressed in terms of observable behaviors, and written at an appropriate level for the students 9 . The levels should be clearly delineated with logical point allocations 9 .
Despite their potential for reducing subjectivity, poorly written rubrics are prone to misuse.
There are several problems commonly associated with rubric construction: the absence of criteria critical to the assessed task or construct; overly general or overly detailed criteria; the lack of consistency or parallelism between criteria or levels or across different rubrics; sources of ambiguity, such as orphan and widow words or phrases and inconsistent use of qualifiers; missing or redundant descriptors; insufficient, excessive, or unevenly incremented performance levels; and cases where adhering to the rubric produces cognitive dissonance 8, 23 . Thus, a delicate balance of specificity is necessary to achieve an effective sets or criteria and levels.
Means to enhance the use of rubrics. The goal of having high quality grades for a standardsbased course requires production of valid, high-fidelity rubrics that can be applied reliably to produce fair, high integrity grades. Researchers have proposed a few methods to improve rubric validity, fidelity, and reliability, including rubric assessment and revision, grader training, and score adjustment.
Rubrics should be clearly, comprehensively, and unambiguously worded without contamination from non-achievement components 8, 9, 14, 16 . This can be achieved through construction of new rubrics or revision of old rubrics. Further, anchoring achievement levels with examples of student work helps graders to make decisions and allows developers to simulate and test rubric robustness prior to implementation 24 .
The final approach to enhancing the reliability of rubrics is to adjust scores. This could be achieved by showing graders how the grades they assign align with their peer graders (in terms of average and distribution), which tends to influence more extreme graders to become more moderate 25 . Alternatively, calibration rounds can be used to establish complex formulas to adjust for different tendencies 4 .
Methods
Context and data collection. This study investigated grading in the second of a two-semester, first-year engineering course sequence that is required for all engineering undergraduates at a large Midwestern university. The course employs standards-based grading using a set of 19 major learning objectives, each with a set of minor learning outcomes, collectively accounting for 88 total learning outcomes.
The course was offered during the spring semester of 2016 and consisted of 15 sections containing, collectively, 1699 students. Each section had its own set of five undergraduate teaching assistants and one graduate teaching assistant for up to 120 students. The undergraduate teaching assistants graded all homework assignments using standards-based rubrics designed for specific learning outcome instances and the graduate teaching assistants supervised the process (while one may question the ethics of undergraduate grading, the improvement in timeliness of feedback to students makes this practice justifiable 15 ). Each rubric item had levels of "fully achieved," "partially achieved," "underachieve," and "no evidence of achievement" (although, in some cases, one or more level was disallowed). Throughout the semester, the course's online learning management system retained all work submitted by every student (for each homework this submitted work included an answer sheet, one or more MATLAB files and/or one or more Excel files), as well as all information regarding the marks assigned and feedback given for each learning objective assessed (between 5 and 10), and the grader responsible. This data was collected and de-identified in May of 2016.
Our investigation consisted of two stages. The purpose of the first stage was to explore the course data to understand the extent of grading inconsistency across assignments and sections and to identify specific learning objectives on specific assignments (which will be referred to as "learning objective instances" or just "instances") in specific sections that would be the best candidates for more detailed analysis. The purpose of the second stage was to inspect the selected learning objective instances, rubrics, and actual pieces of student work and their assigned scores to measure the reliability of the assigned scores and to understand possible sources of inconsistency.
Exploratory stage. The initial set of data included a total of 126 graded learning objective instances, leading to well over 200,000 individually graded items. Each grader mark of "fully achieved," "partially achieved," "underachieved," and "no evidence of achievement," was assigned a numerical score of 4, 3, 1.5, or 0 points, respectively, to fit to a traditional Grade Point Average (GPA) scale. These numerical scores were then used to calculate the overall GPA for each instance for each section. Then, for each learning objective instance, we calculated the average and standard deviations of these GPAs across all sections.
Without specific indicators specifying which learning objective instances contained more error than others, we had to identify some way to characterize the scores assigned for each instance, and within each section for each instance. Given the large average section size of over 100 students, we assumed that the average ability level and distribution of ability levels of students in each section would be relatively similar. We did recognize, however, that the quality of explanation for each topic may have varied from section to section, leading to some variability in scores across sections and instances. Taking all of this into consideration, we looked at the distribution of section GPAs with respect to the overall average for each learning objective instance and the distribution of standard deviations of section GPAs with respect to the overall standard deviation for each instance.
This analysis process did not yield any specific learning objective instances that absolutely demanded further attention over others; that is, there was no obvious analytical metric that clearly identified specific instances or sections. However, we established three criteria that we hoped would help us to find examples of variation in rubric interpretation: (1) selected instances should have moderate overall GPAs compared to other instances (i.e., avoiding instances that received mostly high or mostly low grades); (2) selected instances should have some sections with comparatively high and comparatively low section GPAs; and (3) selected instances should have a considerable range of section standard deviations. For the first learning objective instance identified and analyzed, we randomly sampled a few pieces of student work from one section to pilot the process. For that instance and the following two, we then selected one individual section that had a low section GPA, one with a mid-range section GPA, and one with a high section GPAs, making sure that each section had at least a few students receiving each score level.
In-depth analysis stage. First, the primary author analyzed the problems and rubrics qualitatively to identify potential points of confusion for either the students completing the assignment or the graders using the rubrics. Next, we obtained a stratified random sample of student work by randomly selecting approximately five students (if that many existed) who received each level of achievement (i.e., five "fully achieved," five "partially achieved," and so on) for each section, resulting in approximately 60 pieces of student work per learning objective instance and a total of 172 pieces of student work across all three learning objective instances analyzed (the approach for the first problem analyzed was less structured and only had 52 pieces of work across four sections). We then collected a smaller stratified random sample of 10 pieces of student work (two at each level of achievement) for each problem for scoring calibration with both authors. For additional context, it must be noted that this paper's primary author is a graduate research assistant, who has several years of teaching experience at both the high school and undergraduate level, and the second author is a professor and curator for this course who has been responsible for writing many of the learning objectives and rubric items.
For each sub-sample, scoring was nearly unanimous; however, for the few instances of disagreement, we discussed our interpretations until we reached consensus. The primary author then assigned scores to the remaining sample following each calibration round. Once the primary author scored each piece of work, we compared those scores with the scores the students actually received in the course to calculate inter-rater reliability, as well as the distribution of instances in which the student grader assigned higher or lower scores.
During this comparison process, we noted that there were multiple instances of assigned disallowed scores and instances in which students were assigned scores other than "fully achieved" but were not given feedback. We felt these issues warranted further investigation, so we looked across all problems for which there were disallowed score levels to determine the number of times disallowed scores were assigned for each problem. Also, for the three problems and corresponding sections that were analyzed more deeply, we determined the total number of times students should have received feedback-that is, any time they did not receive a grade of "fully achieved"-but did not.
Results
Exploratory analysis. The data resulting from the initial exploratory analysis are a bit overwhelming in quantity and a bit underwhelming in terms of conclusiveness-as stated previously, no single learning objective instances absolutely stood out as being best for analysis, and many other problems easily could have been selected. As such, only a small portion of the data is worth showing for illustrative purposes (see Table 1 ). The three columns highlighted in Table 1 represent the three learning objective instances we selected based on the guidelines of our selection criteria. The three individual cells with darker highlighting in each column represent the specific sections selected for student work analysis. Again, while no individual learning objective instances absolutely stood out as demanding investigation over others, these three were selected because they fit the criteria described in the Methods section. Further, individual sections were selected based on the criteria previously outlined such that one section had a low section GPA, one had a moderate section GPA, and one had a high section GPA and the selected section needed to have at least a few students scored at each level of proficiency (for instance, for Learning Objective 12.19, some sections had no students assigned some levels of proficiency).
In-depth analysis. While we conducted an in-depth analysis of three different learning objective instances, only one will be shown in detail due to space limitations and similarity in discussion of the results. This section will provide context for and illustrative examples of student work for HW 4, LO 12.19 (homework 4, learning objective 12.19), which related to performing linear regression on a set of points and using the regression equation to make predictions. We will present the overall results of the reliability analysis for all three instances analyzed following illustrative examples. First, we begin by describing the original question as the students saw it in their assignment. This question followed an initial question asking the students to use a two point method (out of a set of 10 points) to develop a model for the data. Figure 1 shows the specific language for the follow-up question.
The engineer has asked you to continue your analysis and use a different method for determining a mathematical model that describes the relationship between the amount of aspirin yielded and the amount of wintergreen oil used. From your revised model, the engineer would like to know what the estimated the aspirin yield is for 9, 12, 16, and 30 g of wintergreen.
Complete your computational work in the provided Excel template file.
Use the linear regression by least squares method to manually determine the model and how well your model represents the relationship between the data.
Estimate the aspirin yield for 9, 12, 16, and 30 g of wintergreen using your model. All graders had access to the following: the original problem set, a solution key for the Excel spreadsheet, a solution key for the Word document answer sheet (see Figure 2) , and a grading rubric (see Figure 3 ). While marking each student, the grader had access to the student's answer sheet and their Excel file. (1) if the graders did not pay close enough attention, they would likely have marked nearly all of the student responses as being incorrect; and (2) if the graders did not evaluate student work based on the equation they determined in the previous step, they would likely penalize the students for mistakes that were not directly associated with the learning objective (that is, this learning objective is not associated with determining the best-fit line, but with using that line to make predictions). Finally, another problem is highlighted by the fact that this error in the key was undetected until the first author was analyzing this data after the semester had concluded. Thus, while it may be understandable that an undergraduate assistant might be hesitant to present an error to faculty, none of the 75 graders using this answer key reported a suspected error to the appropriate faculty.
A number of additional issues are best understood by looking at specific examples of student work. Three examples of student work are shown in Figure 4 , along with the equations for the lines of best-fit that each student had determined in previous steps and the marks assigned by both the first author and by the official undergraduate grader. In each of Figure 4 's three examples, the student failed to acknowledge that the 9g and 30g predictions fell outside the range of the original data. According to the rubric, this should automatically drop all three students to no higher than "underachieved," as one of the two pieces of evidence for achievement is not demonstrated. However, we can see that for students A and B, the graders assigned marks of "partially achieved" and "fully achieved." This immediately indicates that the grader is either not using the rubric, does not understand the rubric, or does not care to follow the rubric and reasonably indicates insufficient oversight (given that this work clearly should earn "underachieved" and that "partially achieved" is a disallowed level in the rubric and given that this occurred in many other cases).. The fact that students B and C were actually marked by the same grader, and that, in both cases, the predicted numbers approximately correspond with the reported equations, indicate that this particular grader was inconsistent with his or her grading decisions. The examples in Figure 4 further illustrate another important challenge of grading this question related to the assignment itself: significant figures and rounding. The number of significant figures for the equations and the predicted values vary for each student. For student B, in particular, the predicted values possess several more figures than the equation that was supposedly used to calculate them. Differences in rounding practices can lead to differences in final answers and reporting a rounded equations and unrounded predictions could leave a grader stumped. Of course, the grader could open up the accompanying submitted Excel files and try to determine whether the student's work makes sense, but juggling several files for every student demonstrates the separate problem of inconveniencing the grader. The issue with rounding could be reduced, if not eliminated, by specifying proper rounding practices in the text of the problem (or at least this could be done for the first few instances in the course where this might be an issue) and by suggesting tolerance ranges for the graders (e.g., answers must be ± 1% or between 1 and 2 ).
The two examples of student work shown in Figure 5 demonstrate how different graders might reasonably impose differing levels of strictness based on their interpretations of the student work. In both cases, the students failed to report units. While the authors were not concerned with this detail, one could argue that without units, these predictions are completely meaningless and the students have not achieved one of the two pieces of evidence for achievement. Meanwhile, student D states that the predictions for 9g and 30g are "not accurate," which is not definitively true-the prediction could be accurate, but the data to support such a claim is insufficient. For student E, the numbers reported are slightly off from what the equation would actually produce. Looking at the student's Excel file (again, an issue with juggling documents) shows that the student actually calculated the correct values, but reported different numbers. While it is a mystery as to how this happened, the discrepancy between the work and the answer given present the grader with a dilemma, one for which different graders might reasonably make different grading decisions. Figure 5 . Examples that demonstrate reasonable differences in interpretation of student work. Figure 6 presents three more examples that might lead to feelings of confusion for a grader. For student F, for instance, they correctly acknowledges that 9g falls outside the data range, but fail to do so for 30g. Similarly, they correctly applied their equation to make predictions for 16g and 30g, but produce a wildly wrong value for 12g. As the grader is supposed to assign one single mark for each of the four sub-problems, do these inconsistencies demonstrate partial evidence for each piece of evidence or does failing to achieve that evidence in every instance indicate failure to achieve that evidence? One could reasonably argue either way. Student G presents a related, but unique dilemma: does not providing an answer for the predictions outside the data range constitute "acknowledging" the limitation? It seems that the grader made that interpretation, but we felt uneasy with making assumptions about student knowledge without explicit demonstrations. On the other hand, student H's first two predictions are off by a factor of 10. It is unclear how this happened or how the student did not notice the error. One could give the student the benefit of the doubt and mark this as "underachieved," but one could just as easily argue failure to recognize this error deserves "no evidence of achievement." Figure 6 . Three pieces of student work illustrating possible points of confusion for graders.
Overall reliability measures.
To measure the inter-rater reliability between ourselves and the official course graders, we explored two types of reliability estimates: consensus estimates and consistency estimates 18 . While each individual problem contributes very little to a student's overall grade, systematic differences in the assignment of marks could easily contribute to issues in fairness but also affect the feedback regarding learning and progress that are sent to both the students and the instructors. Therefore, this is definitely a situation in which we would like to attain consensus agreement.
We will look at two measures of consensus agreement: percent agreement and Cohen's kappa. Across the three problems and 172 pieces of student work, we agreed with the official graders' marks on 85, corresponding to a 49.4% agreement (see Table 2 for further details)-considerably lower than the recommended 90% level of agreement for sufficient reliability 26 . Further, there was not a percent agreement with any individual section for any of the learning objective instances studied that exceeded 65%. Additionally, nearly three-quarters of all disagreements (64 out of 87) were instances in which the mark we assigned was lower than the mark the grader To account for the possibility of chance agreement, we also calculated the overall Cohen's kappa across all items analyzed to be 0.326, which can be interpreted as "minimal" agreement. Further, we calculated Cohen's kappa for each individual section for each of the learning objective instances analyzed (Table 3) . It can be seen that, of the three learning objective instances and the corresponding 10 sections investigated, only two sections produced kappa values indicated greater than "minimal" agreement. Based on the tendency for the graders to give higher marks, a reasonable question to explore is the presence of consistency reliability. While consensus may not be being achieved, if consistency is high, the grading issue may be easier to resolve. Krippendorff 26 argues that measures such as percent agreement, Cohen's kappa, or Cronbach's alpha fail to meet all of the requirements for a good reliability indicator, opting instead for the use of Krippendorff's alpha. Therefore, we also calculated the Krippendorff's alpha for ordinal data across all 172 items analyzed to be 0.422, which, while stronger than Cohen's kappa, does not meet Krippendorff's suggested level of 0.70 necessary to claim significant reliability 26 . It is possible that, if the graders had each been treated as a unique individual rather than clumped into one symbolic "grader" in performing the calculation (a decision made based on the small number of specific items graded by any given grader in our analysis), we might have been able to identify consistency for some individual graders. As it stands, however, across all metrics, we cannot feel confident that the course graders were applying the same interpretations of the rubrics that we intended, nor that their interpretations were internally consistent for any individual graders.
Assignment of disallowed marks and inclusion of feedback.
One of the three learning objective instances we used for the in-depth analysis (the one shown in detail in the previous section) did not allow for one of the achievement levels in the rubric. However, when making comparisons with the actual marks assigned to student work, we noticed eight instances (out of 54) of the disallowed "partially achieved" being assigned, as our learning management system does not allow for rubric levels to be blocked from use. Based on this, we extended this investigation to all of the problems across the entire course that had disallowed achievement levels (43 of the 126 problems) to determine how frequently graders were assigning disallowed marks. This analysis revealed that every single problem with disallowed achievement levels had at least one instance of the disallowed mark being assigned and three problems had over 100 instances.
When trying to consider individual grader reliabilities, we also noticed that there were many instances where graders were assigning marks other than "fully achieved" but were not providing any feedback to the learner. We found this to be troubling; whenever a student receives a reduced mark, it should be clear why this decision was made. Consequently, we investigated this using all graded student submissions from the three problems and corresponding sections that we had previously selected and identifying every instance in which the assigned mark was below "fully achieved" and the grader did not provide feedback. Collectively, 1103 pieces of student work were graded, of which 553 received marks below "fully achieved." Of the work warranting feedback, only 65, or approximately 12%, were missing feedback. While this number is fairly low, it would ideally be zero. Further, this does not say anything regarding the quality of the feedback that was provided in the other 488 instances. It should also be noted that the tendency to fail to give expected feedback varies by section, with some sections in failing to provide feedback far more frequently than others.
Discussion
Through our analyses of standards-based grading using rubrics in a large-scale, multi-section first-year engineering course, we encountered two major challenges to grading fairness that were present in our examples and data: fidelity issues due to the design of the assignments and rubrics; and reliability issues due to insufficient training and supervision. Based on these challenges, we recommend that assignments and rubrics need to be designed using user-centered design principles, taking into account the way the students would interpret the assignments, and the way the graders would interpret the rubrics in conjunction with the work submitted by students. Further, we recommend that proper rubric usage needs to be illustrated through comprehensive training and reinforced through adequate supervision.
Assignments. First, the assignments and solutions need to be well-designed. While most of our assignments are error free, our example illustrated an error in the solution that easily could have contributed to students receiving lower marks. Of course, we all make mistakes-an error is not the end of the world-but our study shows that it is important to have checks in place to prevent, detect, and correct errors when possible, and there needs to be a culture amongst the community of graders that encourages communication of errors if and when they are identified.
Beyond this, we saw that by considering the way students will think about the assigned questions in advance can help to remove variability in student answers that contribute to challenges for graders. For instance, for the examples shown, inclusion of lines in the assignment that specify rounding or inclusion of preset units in answer sheets could yield greater consistency in reported answers. In one of the other learning objective instances analyzed, the students were required to complete an eight cell truth table and a 16 cell truth table while showing all work. Not only did we realize that this would be an overwhelming number of steps for the grader to realistically read through (which, we suspect, likely led the graders to only look at final answers), we also recognized that it was likely unclear to the student what would constitute "all work" (e.g., does every logical operation require its own line of work?). By redesigning this item so that some of the cells are pre-completed for the students, we expect that it will not only reduce burden on the graders, but also more effectively communicate expectations to the students. Since this study, we have been going through each assignment considering how students who are inexperienced with the content might misinterpret directions, so that we can more effectively guide the students to produce higher quality work.
On a similar note, we discovered that the potential need for graders to have to juggle several documents simultaneously (the solution key, the rubric, the student's answer sheet, the student's Excel file(s), and the students MATLAB file(s)) imposes a large cognitive demand on the graders, which would understandably make them more prone to grading mistakes. The more the students' submissions can be consolidated, the easier the process will become for the graders. For instance, we learned of a MATLAB function that combines all codes, comments, and outputs into a single .pdf file. By having students put what would have previously gone into a Word document into the comments of the MATLAB code, the graders can look at a single document of student work rather than flipping between documents. These measures to improve consistency of answers and reduce sources of work will likely lessen cognitive load on graders, which should improve efficiency and minimize grading errors.
Rubrics. The extensive work that has contributed to the development of rubrics for this course prior to this analysis should not be undermined. On the surface, they generally communicate grading criteria clearly, particularly to knowledgeable and experienced graders. However, the inexperience of undergraduate graders and the unpredictable nature of freshman-level work requires the rubrics to be slightly more robust. The examples hinted at issues with rounding, for instance. While an experienced grader with certain autonomy could comfortably make decisions regarding rounded answers, an undergraduate grader might reasonably ask and not know, "how far off is too far off?" Inclusion of tolerances or ranges of acceptable answers in the rubric itself can remedy this issue for questions that involve rounding. Similarly, and in reference to the truth table question mentioned previously, when the rubric specifies that "all work must be shown," it would be helpful to the grader if the rubric clearly communicated what constitutes sufficient versus insufficient work to help distinguish between achievement levels. As such, we have added these considerations into our rubrics when appropriate.
The examples from the results section also illustrated the challenge of lumping multiple parts of an answer into one collection of evidence items to achieve the outcome. That is, when a student gets three out of four parts correct, one could argue that missing one indicates that the student has not fully demonstrated achievement of the outcome. On the other hand, one could just as reasonably argue that the three correct instances do indicate understanding and achievement, depending on whether or not the fourth part represents a unique aspect of the learning objective. In cases where we feel the need to group multiple items into single rubric items, we have modified our rubrics to specify how to handle these situations by including statements such as "At least three items are fully correct OR all four items have at most one error," for instance.
Our analysis also brought to our attention the unintended consequences of the disallowed achievement levels for various rubric items. While this may be as much an issue with grader behavior as with the rubric itself, when over 100 invalid marks are assigned on a specific learning objective instance, something is clearly being communicated by the graders. Based on our analysis and the literature we identified in the background section, we have determined that it only really makes sense to disallow achievement levels, such as removing "underachieved" and "partially achieved," if there is a truly dichotomous learning outcome. If there is any potential middle-ground between two achievement levels, the graders have demonstrated that they will want to select something in between-and, often, their judgment may very well be right. In many cases, these rubric criteria with disallowed achievement levels are being re-written to allow for intermediate levels.
Finally, we determined some rubric items may not always fully align with the questions to which they are linked. For instance, for the question in which students had to fill in the truth tables, the actual rubric learning objective was to "Construct truth tables to evaluate logical expressions," which places the emphasis on the construction of the truth table rather than the evaluation of the logical expressions. However, the question and the rubric description of the evidence necessary to show achievement were solely focused on the evaluation of the logical expressions. In these situations, we have learned that either the learning objectives need to be refined, or different learning objectives should be assessed.
Training and supervision. While there were many pieces of student work that highlighted unpredicted, but understandable, ambiguities or needs for clarification in our assignments and rubrics, there were also many cases that should not have been ambiguous for which the graders assigned clearly inappropriate marks (for instance, the examples where graders assigned "fully achieved" when the students did not acknowledge the predictions were out of range of the data). While we cannot know what influenced their decision-making skills without conducting a more targeted investigation, these cases suggested that some form of structured training could improve consensus of understanding and consistency of application.
The importance of training in achieving inter-rater reliability in tasks such as grading is emphasized throughout the literature 10, 18, 19, 24 . Training with rubrics has been shown to help inexperienced graders to establish mental models of student work at each level and to develop an iterative approach to grading 10, 24 . Further, training is one of the best means to produce less variable, more accurate assessment of student work and functions well as an intervention in response to poor reliability checks 10, 19, 28 . However, while training often improves inter-rater reliability, it may also prevent graders from employing a full range of scores 29 .
In our context, we hope that training might help graders to develop practices to improve their own consistency, efficiency, and effectiveness. We are encouraging graders to improve both their consistency and their efficiency by keeping a log of unique student answers and the mark they assigned. This ensures that if the graders see a similar answer several papers later, they can look back and assign a similar grade again without having to think as deeply or without being affected by variability in mood over time. Further, based on the issues with some graders providing insufficient feedback, keeping a log of the feedback that was given in response to different sorts of answers can help the graders give feedback more effectively and efficiently.
The examples in the Results section also showed that students often produce unimaginably unique answers for problems, which make it challenging to fully anticipate and prepare graders for what they might see. Still, graders also need to see at least some examples of student work to calibrate their grading decisions prior to actually assigning grades. By mining through previous student work, we have begun to provide training examples to expose graders to various situations in advance and calibrate their grades and feedback.
The grading of unanticipated student answers requires the strong support from a more senior individual. In the context of our course, while an instructor might feel comfortable giving the individual graders the power to handle these situations, it is probably most fair to have the one responsible for supervising grading, the graduate teaching assistant, making such decisions. Partly, this comes back to developing a culture in which the graders feel confident identifying abnormal work and feel comfortable to present that work to the graduate teaching assistants for support. However, while there were many cases of agreement with graders, we also identified several cases in which the grader grossly misjudged the level of achievement of student work. While we could easily blame this on the supervising graduate assistants, we have to remember that it is not feasible for them to check every single assigned grade. As such, we are developing data-driven ways to visualize how particular graders' scores look for specific learning objectives in comparison to the sections and course overall to facilitate the graduate teaching assistants' identification of anomalous grading. In the case of written feedback, we are attempting to do this through length of feedback and the use of word clouds. For marking, we are developing graphs that indicate proportions of assigned marks for each grader in comparison to overall averages.
Conclusion
Grading free-response work absolutely fairly across all students can be a challenging task for one individual grader, let alone a set of 75 graders. This is understandable, as grading decisions can be affected by a plethora of factors ranging from background experiences and knowledge to unclear or ambiguous criteria to the time or day or mood of the grader. Unsurprisingly, this variability is clearly demonstrated through our data from a large-scale, multi-section engineering course.
While understandable, this variability needs to be minimized in order to produce fair, highintegrity grades. While factors like time of day and grader mood are beyond our control, grader experience and clarity of grading criteria are within our grasp. As such, we have taken several actions to attempt to remedy unwanted variability. To minimize cognitive load on graders, we have modified assignments to make instructions and expectations clearer to students to produce more consistent work while also requesting all work involving MATLAB to be submitted using a function that consolidates all codes, comments, and output into a single document. To facilitate grading decisions and improve fidelity, we have clarified rubric criteria and the evidence for achievement to more effectively communicate expectations and delineate levels. Further, to improve reliability, we have been training our graders prior to the grading of each assignment using samples of past student work to calibrate their marks and feedback provided with those of the course developers.
The data identified through this study and the follow-up actions taken lead to a number of potential future research questions. For instance, most research conducted on rubrics investigate rubrics from a quantitative perspective. One possible study involves taking a more qualitative approach to explore the way graders interact with rubrics and student work to make grading decisions. This may help us to identify what aspects of rubrics are most likely to challenge graders. Additionally, our implementation of a training system and means to visualize marks and feedback assigned is providing us with ample data to investigate the results. This will also allow us to investigate relationships between how graders perform in their training and the quality of the grades that they assign to students.
Ultimately, these actions and potential areas of research are meant to help provide our students with a higher quality learning experience that is untainted by grader malpractice. For the sake of our students, we need to be assigning fair, high-integrity grades. With large-scale classes, the only way to practically achieve this (without limiting assignments to less meaningful multiple choice questions) is through teaching assistants. It is important to remember that while they may be paid to make our lives easier as instructors, it is necessary that we make their duties as easy and pain-free as possible. The easier our teaching assistants can produce high quality grades, the better the outcomes for everyone involved.
